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Preface 

L aw	has	granted	individuals	some	rights	over	the	use	of	data	about	
them,	but	data	protecMon	rights	have	not	redressed	the	balance	
between	the	individual	and	the	tech	giants.	A	number	of	

approaches	aim	to	augment	personal	rights	to	allow	individuals	to	police	
their	own	informaMon	space,	facilitaMng	informaMonal	self-
determinaMon.	This	reports	reviews	this	approach	to	privacy	protecMon,	
explaining	how	controls	have	generally	been	conceived	either	as	the	use	
of	technology	to	aid	individuals	in	this	policing	task,	or	the	creaMon	of	
further	legal	instruments	to	augment	their	powers.	It	focuses	on	two	
recent	aTempts	to	secure	or	support	data	protecMon	rights,	one	using	
technology	and	the	other	the	law.	The	former	is	called	Solid,	a	
decentralised	pla[orm	for	linked	data,	while	the	laTer	is	a	novel	
applicaMon	of	trust	law	to	develop	data	trusts	in	which	individuals’	data	
is	managed	by	a	trustee	with	the	individuals	as	beneficiaries.	The	report	
argues	that	structural	impediments	make	it	hard	for	thriving,	diverse	
ecosystems	of	Solid	apps	or	data	trusts	to	achieve	criMcal	mass	–	a	
problem	that	has	tradiMonally	haunted	this	empowering	approach.	

Key	words:	privacy,	Solid,	data	trusts,	privacy-enhancing	technologies,	
PETs,	data	protecMon	
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Introduction 

P rivacy	has	been	a	hot	topic	of	debate	and	technological	
development	for	many	years,	parMcularly	with	respect	to	the	
processing	of	data 	about	individuals	by	digital	technology,	and	1

the	use	of	data,	whether	personal 	or	otherwise,	to	interfere	in	2

individuals’	private	lives	(make	decisions	about	them).	A	number	of	
approaches	to	protecMng	privacy	have	been	canvassed	during	this	Mme,	
none	of	which	has	made	the	percepMon	of	diminishing	privacy	go	away.	
Conversely,	a	number	of	commentators	claim	that	the	‘problem’	is	not	a	
problem	at	all,	a	maTer	of	taste	at	best,	in	which	the	harms	commiTed	
are	minimal	to	non-existent.	

I	will	focus	on	privacy	concerns	around	the	digital	economy,	whose	size	
is	extraordinary	(about	$1.4	trillion	of	the	value	of	Alphabet	and	
Facebook	alone	is	down	to	their	exploitaMon	of	data	about	their	users	–	
Economist	2020).	This	size	has	led	to	parallel	(and	not	unrelated)	
concerns	about	the	corrupMon	of	culture	by	an	adverMsing-driven	
business	model,	leading	in	parMcular	to	the	degradaMon	of	public	space	
and	democraMc	poliMcs.	Some	also	fulminate	about	the	size	of	firms	that	
exploit	network	effects,	which	enables	them	to	sMfle	compeMMon,	and	
thereby	suppress	innovaMon	(although	the	tech	giants	do	seem	able	to	
innovate	effecMvely	nonetheless).		

	In	this	paper,	‘data’	will	be	used	as	a	singular	mass	noun,	rather	than	as	a	1

plural.	This	usage	is	defended	in	a	WST	blog	hTps://webscience.org/data-are-
or-data-is-a-pedant-writes/.	I	will	also	use	the	term	‘data’	to	cover	both	data,	as	
processed	by	computers	on	its	syntacMc	properMes,	and	informaMon,	as	
processed	by	human	systems	with	semanMcs.	In	some	contexts,	this	is	an	
important	disMncMon,	but	not	here	(O’Hara	&	Hall	2021,	12-18).

	Personal	data	is	a	legal	concept	from	data	protecMon	law,	meaning	data	from	2

which	an	individual	may	be	idenMfied.	It	is	a	central	concept	in	the	EU’s	General	
Data	ProtecMon	RegulaMon	(2018).	The	US	equivalent	is	Personally	IdenMfying	
InformaMon	(PII).
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As	a	result,	these	firms	have	been	brought	increasingly	under	the	eye	of	
trustbusters	in	the	United	States,	China,	the	EU	and	elsewhere.	These	
more	poliMcal	issues	are	not	my	focus	here	(see	O’Hara	&	Hall	2021	for	
more	discussion).	

Law,	parMcularly	in	the	EU,	has	focused	on	granMng	individuals	some	
rights	over	the	use	of	data	about	them.	However,	data	protecMon	rights	
have	not	redressed	the	balance	between	the	individual	and	the	tech	
giants.	A	number	of	approaches	have	sought	to	augment	these	personal	
rights	to	allow	individuals	to	police	their	own	informaMon	space,	
facilitaMng	informaMonal	self-determinaMon	with	technological	tools	to	
help	enforce	rights,	or	even	go	beyond	them.	

In	this	report,	I	will	review	this	approach	to	privacy	protecMon,	focusing	
on	two	recent	aTempts	to	secure	or	support	data	protecMon	rights,	one	
using	technology	and	the	other	the	law.	The	former	is	called	Solid,	a	
decentralised	pla[orm	for	linked	data,	while	the	laTer	is	a	novel	
applicaMon	of	trust	law	to	develop	so-called	data	trusts	to	manage	
individuals’	data.	The	report	has	four	substanMve	secMons.	The	first	will	
argue	the	case	that	privacy	breaches	are	harmful	and	therefore	need	
addressing,	and	the	second	will	then	review	privacy-enhancing	
technologies.	The	third	secMon	considers	Solid,	and	the	fourth	data	
trusts,	before	a	short	discussion	rounds	things	off.	
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The harms of privacy breaches 

One	parMcular	problem	with	privacy	is	that	the	costs	and	benefits	
of	maintaining	it	are	rather	skewed.	The	benefits	of	surrendering	
it	are	oken	clear	and	tangible,	while	the	costs	are	less	tangible,	

and	are	usually	in	terms	of	intangible	risk	over	a	longer	term.	So,	for	
instance,	someone	who	wishes	to	have	access	to	a	parMcular	service	
now	might	give	up	some	of	their	personal	data	for	the	immediate	and	
evident	benefit	of	using	the	service,	while	ill-effects,	whatever	they	are,	
may	or	may	not	emerge,	and	if	they	do	emerge	may	only	do	so	aker	
months	or	even	years.	Such	may	be	the	distance	in	Mme	that	the	data	
subject	may	not	connect	the	effects	with	the	iniMal	privacy	sacrifice.	Or	
the	ill-effects	may	be	the	result	of	the	cumulaMve	sacrifice	of	personal	
data	over	several	interacMons,	whereas	each	individual	sacrifice	had	a	
negligible	effect	on	its	own.	

To	give	one	recent	example,	the	videoconferencing	applicaMon	Zoom	
was	one	of	the	star	performers	of	the	COVID-19	pandemic,	keeping	
families	in	touch	through	remarkably	difficult	and	oken	traumaMc	Mmes.	
In	the	limelight	its	privacy	protecMons	were	quickly	idenMfied	as	
seriously	flawed,	although	it	speedily	moved	to	improve	them.	However,	
it	provided	an	important	service	that	people	wanted	and	needed,	that	
was	easy	to	use	for	a	large	audience	that	was	not	necessarily	familiar	
with	videoconferencing.	The	security	problems	proved	to	be	neither	
here	nor	there	to	this	cohort.	It	may	be	that	security	proves	to	be	a	
vulnerability	going	forward	with	a	more	experienced	user	base	with	
more	choices,	but	in	the	shorter	term,	it	did	not	stop	Zoom	becoming	a	
more	valuable	firm	than	ExxonMobil.	

We	should	disMnguish	between	authorised/consented	breaches	of	
privacy	and	unauthorised	ones	(hacks).	Someone	who	fills	in	an	online	
form	with	personal	data	clearly	consents	at	some	level,	even	if	that	
consent	is	uninformed.	We	should	treat	this	differently	to	a	criminal	
hack,	where	data	is	taken	without	even	nominal	consent.	There	is	an	
intermediate	case	where	data	is	processed	without	consent.		
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Such	processing	can	be	more	accountable	if	the	data	subject	is	vigilant.	
In	this	paper,	I	will	not	look	at	hacking	and	issues	of	cybersecurity,	but	
will	focus	on	people’s	own	management	of	their	data,	whether	they	
keep	the	data	themselves,	or	give	custody	to	others.	The	purpose	of	
such	management	should	be	to	ensure	that	processing	of	the	data	is	
consented	to,	or	alternaMvely	has	appropriate	grounds.	One	hypothesis	
in	this	area	is	that	one	can,	or	should	be	able	to,	realise	one’s	privacy	
preferences	with	proacMve	management	of	one’s	personal	data.	One	
therefore	needs	the	tools	to	do	this.	

The	online	economy	has	for	many	years	relied	on	a	model	of	pupng	
services	online,	for	which	data	about	the	service	receiver	is	required,	
and	this	trend	has	been	accelerated	by	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	In	the	
Western	democracies,	businesses	have	created	value	both	in	the	
accumulaMon	of	data,	and	the	construcMon	of	large	networks	of	
customers,	and	have	been	able	to	reduce	(very	oken	to	zero)	the	price	
of	the	services	they	offer	in	return	for	access	to	customers’	data,	a	
model	called	by	Shoshana	Zuboff	‘surveillance	capitalism’	(Zuboff	2019).		

The	data	tsunami	characterisMc	of	recent	Mmes	has	been	driven	in	
parMcular	by	the	widespread	adopMon	of	smartphones	and	social	media.	
Smartphones	have	the	edge	in	the	unmanaged	or	unanMcipated	
creaMon	of	data	by	users,	in	that	they	are	unremarked	media	for	a	
number	of	interacMons.	Even	when	they	not	in	direct	use	they	are	
generally	carried	around	unnoMced,	so	are	able	to	provide,	for	example,	
locaMon	data	and	data	about	modes	of	travel	(via	signals	from	the	
accelerometer).	
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	Although	the	possibility	of	misuse	of	locaMon	data	is	likely	to	be	
overstated	(parMcularly	as	it	quickly	becomes	outdated),	nevertheless	it	
is	sMll	extremely	revealing	about	a	person’s	religion,	eaMng	habits,	
address,	workplace,	sex	life,	and	even	poliMcal	orientaMon,	once	the	
data	is	matched	against	Mmelines,	news	stories,	place-of-interest	
gazeTeers,	credit	card	data,	and	so	on	(Fritsch	2008).	Social	media,	on	
the	other	hand,	while	arguably	more	revealing	(and	requiring	less	
inference),	do	at	least	require	conscious	decisions	to	post	informaMon	
much	of	the	Mme.	

Privacy	is	a	preference	–	some	people	care	about	it	far	more	than	
others.	Some	are	happy	to	place	many	sensiMve	details,	or	even	their	
enMre	lives,	online.	Others	prefer	not	to	be	under	scruMny.	However,	the	
shik	to	surveillance	capitalism	in	the	West,	and	related	models	
elsewhere	(parMcularly	China),	mean	that	many	more	services	are	
migraMng	online,	automaMcally	diminishing	privacy.	For	instance,	
reading	a	book	or	listening	to	a	CD	require	no	intermediary	between	the	
reader/listener	and	the	entertainment,	whereas	the	use	of	e-readers	or	
streaming	services	generate	large	amounts	of	data	for	the	providers	–	
not	only	what	entertainment	one	is	consuming,	but	also	how	oken,	
which	bits	were	skipped,	which	repeated,	what	was	consumed	next,	and	
so	on.	This	data	enables	the	providers	to	tailor	recommendaMons	
accurately	to	their	customers,	improving	their	services,	but	at	the	same	
Mme	facilitates	two	kinds	of	invasion	of	privacy:	the	increase	in	
(potenMally	revealing	or	sensiMve)	informaMon	about	data	subjects,	and	
also	the	reducMon	in	their	decisional	privacy,	as	their	choices	are	
anMcipated	or	made	for	them.	

How	damaging	could	this	be?	Well,	as	the	cliché	has	it,	data	is	the	‘new	
oil’,	the	basis	for	a	whole	resource	economy.	The	data	about	you	is	of	
great	interest	to	service	providers;	Snapchat	awards	itself	access	not	
only	to	whatever	you	post,	but	your	enMre	media	library,	for	instance.	
Furthermore,	if	the	privacy	policy	allows	it	(it	normally	does),	the	data	
could	be	sold	on	to	a	third	party,	providing	them	with	a	ready-made	
personal	profile	of	you,	so	you	can’t	necessarily	assume	that	only	the	
people	you	are	transacMng	with	directly	have	access	to	it.		
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And	that	third	party	might	sell	it	on,	and	so	on,	resulMng	in	enormous	
complexity	(Manjoo	2019).	Tracking	third	party	use	of	personal	data	is	a	
very	hard	problem.	

Perhaps	all	that	happens	is	that	companies	get	beTer	at	selling	you	stuff	
you	don’t	really	want,	as	they	learn	more	about	you.	OK,	but	knowledge	
about	you	makes	it	easier	to	scam	you,	for	example	by	making	phishing	
emails	more	convincing	(they	might	be	made	to	look	very	much	as	if	
they	come	from	your	own	bank/e-commerce	supplier/employer).	It	also	
may	facilitate	crime	if	you	inadvertently	let	crooks	know	you	are	not	at	
home	(hTp://pleaserobme.com/	drew	a	lot	of	aTenMon	to	this	problem	
some	years	ago),	and	of	course	minors	may	make	themselves	vulnerable	
to	exploitaMon	or	grooming	by	revealing	too	much.	

Even	if	the	personal	data	held	about	you	is	held	in	good	faith,	it	could	
sMll	be	hacked	by	the	increasingly	capable	groups	operaMng	on	the	
Internet,	some	of	which	are	sponsored	by	naMonal	governments	
(according	to	one	recent	survey,	84%	of	companies	polled	had	had	some	
sort	of	a	data	breach	in	2018	–	Lalor-Harbord	2019).	Your	smart	gadgets,	
which	rely	on	Internet	connecMon,	might	provide	an	aTack	vector	for	
your	home	(in	a	famous	incident,	a	smart	fish	tank	was	used	to	gain	
access	to	a	casino’s	computer	systems	–	Williams-Grut	2018).	One	
representaMve	survey,	for	instance,	found	that	41%	of	Americans	had	
noMced	fraudulent	uses	of	their	credit	cards,	16%	had	had	their	email	
accounts	taken	over,	13%	had	their	social	media	accounts	hacked,	and	
14%	had	someone	aTempt	to	take	loans	out	in	their	names	(Smith	
2017).	Very	few	would	noMce	if	their	computer	was	recruited	into	a	
botnet	used	in	a	distributed	denial	of	service	aTack.	
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The	data	that	is	held	and	used	legiMmately	could	sMll	be	used	against	
your	interests.	Insurance	companies	might	decrease	–	or	increase	–	your	
premiums	if	it	knew	certain	things	about	you.	If	your	browsing	or	
purchasing	habits	lead	to	a	parMcular	set	of	adverts	or	
recommendaMons	being	sent	to	you,	maybe	that	would	bias	your	future	
in	direcMons	set	by	your	past	behaviour	–	and	hinder	your	aTempts	to	
grow	and	develop	psychologically.	Smart	dolls	are	able	to	converse	with	
children	–	perhaps	you’ve	checked	what	they	say,	but	what	changes	
when	the	sokware	is	upgraded?	Can	you	be	sure	what	conversaMons	
they	are	having	with	your	children?	Perhaps	they	are	teaching	children	
values	you	would	rather	be	under	your	control.	Perhaps	they	are	
extracMng	informaMon	from	your	children	that	you	would	rather	they	did	
not	have.	Or	even	just	giving	your	child	an	accent	or	vocabulary	you	
didn’t	like.		

Not	only	that,	but	individuals	may	find	themselves	in	a	posiMon	to	use	
material	against	you.	Could	your	browsing	habits	be	a	maTer	of	concern	
if	they	leaked?	What	about	those	juvenile	posts	when	you	made	off-
colour	jokes	that	may	have	been	socially	acceptable	then,	but	certainly	
aren’t	now?	Did	you	post	that	hilarious	picture	of	you	drunk	at	a	party?	
Or	did	someone	else	post	it,	maybe	even	without	your	permission?	If	a	
legal	case	involving	you	came	down	to	the	quesMon	of	whether	you	have	
a	drink	problem,	such	a	photo	could	be	used	–	however	unreasonably	–	
as	evidence	that	you	do.	The	more	pictures	of	you	out	there,	the	more	
likely	that	this	embarrassing	photo	could	be	automaMcally	tagged	using	
matches	made	by	face	recogniMon	technology.	And	potenMal	future	
employers	(or	spouses,	or	in-laws)	might	then	be	able	to	find	it	and	
revise	their	opinion	of	you	(possibly	upwards,	more	likely	down).	
Examples	abound	of	people’s	inability	to	shake	off	past	misdemeanours.	
And	these	things	hang	around	–	might	you	spoil	your	child’s	nascent	
poliMcal	career	if	photos	of	you	lying	drunk	on	the	floor	emerged	during	
a	campaign?	
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Finally,	there	is	the	chilling	effect	of	surveillance.	People	behave	
differently,	less	autonomously,	when	they	are	under	surveillance.	Maybe	
they	behave	beTer,	but	maybe	they	forego	opportuniMes.	In	any	case,	is	
that	kind	of	control	what	we	sign	up	for	when	we	go	online?	Don’t	we	
go	online	to	express	ourselves,	not	to	be	oppressed	by	the	ambient	
infrastructure?	UlMmately,	according	to	virtually	all	human	rights	
convenMons	and	treaMes,	we	have	a	right	to	a	private	life,	and	the	
contravenMon	of	that	right	is	surely,	all	things	being	equal,	a	harm?	

These	issues	are	all	couched	in	terms	of	risk	rather	than	tangible	harm.	
One	leaves	oneself	open	to	risk,	consistent	with	what	has	been	called	a	
risk	society	(Beck	1992).	In	risk	society,	systems	are	developed	that	
create	the	possibiliMes	of	environmental,	economic	or	social	harm,	but	
responsibility	for	such	harms	is	not	accepted	by	the	system	developers.	
Instead,	it	is	outsourced	to	individuals,	in	the	form	of	risks	for	them	to	
manage.	Rhetorically,	the	acceptance	of	risk	is	oken	referred	to	as	
empowerment.	
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Controls for the individual 

A 	lack	of	privacy	can	and	does	lead	to	harm	to	individuals	on	a	
range	of	scales,	from	simple	and	direct	harm	from	exposure	of	
some	secret,	idenMty	thek	or	financial	loss,	through	to	levels	of	

interference	in	their	lives	that	go	beyond	what	they	would	ideally	be	
prepared	to	tolerate,	down	to	the	simple	nagging	sense	that	they	are	
not	unobserved.	Because	of	this,	techniques	have	been	developed	for	
individuals	to	police	and	control	their	private	space.	Most	obviously	
relevant	to	the	Web	and	the	online	world,	data	protecMon	was	
developed	towards	the	end	of	the	20th	century.	

The data protection paradigm 

Data	protecMon	is	not	in	itself	privacy	protecMon.	It	is	there	to	provide	
legal	certainty	for	data	controllers	to	be	able	to	process	and	share	data	
confident	that	they	are	not	breaking	the	law	or	opening	themselves	up	
to	liability,	while	also	granMng	data	subjects	rights	to	influence	the	
condiMons	under	which	data	from	which	they	are	idenMfiable	is	
processed.	Data	protecMon	law	has	been	parMcularly	influenMal	in	
Europe,	and	it	underpins	the	EU’s	General	Data	ProtecMon	RegulaMon	
(GDPR).	The	rights	are	complex,	but	most	importantly,	before	data	
controllers	can	get	consent	for	gathering	personal	data,	they	must	tell	
data	subjects	the	purpose	for	processing	the	data,	and	once	consent	is	
granted,	they	cannot	deviate	from	that	purpose	(there	are	also	grounds	
for	gathering	data	without	consent,	but	these	are	not	relevant	to	this	
paper,	which	is	about	the	powers	of	data	subjects).	Data	subjects	are	
also	able	to	ask	to	see	the	data	held	about	them,	and	to	correct	it	where	
it	is	wrong,	alongside	a	few	other	rights.	Data	protecMon	only	applies	to	
data	from	which	a	person	is	idenMfiable	(the	definiMon	of	‘personal	
data’).	
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Data	protecMon	applies	to	all	personal	data,	although	GDPR	provides	
stronger	protecMons	for	parMcular	categories	of	sensiMve	data.	Data	in	
general	receives	less	protecMon	in	the	US,	but	specific	categories	of	
data,	such	as	medical	data,	financial	data	and	data	about	children,	are	
regulated	very	strongly.	Privacy	policies	are	key	in	the	US	–	companies	
are	required	to	keep	to	the	leTer	of	their	policies,	with	severe	penalMes	
when	they	don’t.	Those	who	can	prove	harm	(usually	financial	or	
reputaMonal	harm)	from	the	misuse	of	data	or	a	breach	of	privacy	are	
able	to	sue	for	compensaMon.		

The	US	has	pioneered	some	strong	measures	against	privacy	breaches,	
including	eye-watering	fines	and	the	necessity	of	informing	the	public	
about	data	breaches,	which	have	been	copied	in	the	EU.	However,	its	
third	party	doctrine,	by	which	individuals	who	allow	the	use	of	their	
data	by	a	third	party	thereby	lose	any	rights	they	possessed,	is	uTerly	
unhelpful	for	the	purposes	of	privacy	protecMon.	

In	each	jurisdicMon,	however,	it	is	the	responsibility	of	data	subjects	to	
discover	any	problems	and	harms,	bring	them	to	the	aTenMon	of	the	
authoriMes,	and	police	their	own	private	space.	Someone	has	to	be	
moMvated	enough	to	do	this	assiduously,	and	to	conMnue	to	do	it.	It	
imposes	large	costs	on	individuals,	and	only	provides	a	kind	of	aker-the-
fact	protecMon	–	in	other	words,	you	might	hope	to	be	compensated	
aker	the	harm	is	done,	which	might	not	cut	the	mustard	if	you	have	lost	
your	spouse,	your	company	or	your	reputaMon.	Is	there	anything	that	
can	be	done	to	police	the	private	space	beforehand,	to	anMcipate	harms	
and	neutralise	them?	
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The	main	pillar	upon	which	data	protecMon	rests	is	that	of	informed	
consent	–	data	subjects	consent	to	the	processing	of	data	from	which	
they	can	be	idenMfied	or	singled	out,	for	the	purposes	specified.	What	is	
consented	to	is	usually,	in	an	online	context,	contained	in	the	privacy	
policy,	which	the	data	subject	clicks	to	gain	access	to	a	website	or	
service	(someMmes	the	use	of	the	service	aker	a	warning	is	taken	to	
imply	consent).	It	is	a	cliché	to	point	out	that	no-one	reads	privacy	
policies	–	a	very	Mred	trope	in	talks	and	lectures	is	to	ask	those	in	the	
audience	who	rouMnely	read	the	privacy	policies	before	clicking	‘OK’	to	

put	up	their	hands,	and	to	savour	the	lack	of	response,	as	if	it	was	a	new	
discovery.	The	cookie	noMces	that	now	appear	on	sites	in	Europe	are	at	
best	a	mildly	tedious	obstacle	to	accessing	the	content,	not	providers	of	
useful	informaMon	for	the	reader’s	consideraMon.	As	(Manjoo	2019)	
points	out,	news	sites	are	among	the	worst	trackers,	so	that	reading	a	
news	arMcle	about	tracking	exposes	you	to	a	tracking	ecosystem	too	
complex	to	comprehend	fully.	He	does	point	out	that,	as	his	news	arMcle	
appeared	in	the	New	York	Times,	it	became	part	of	the	problem	itself.	

The	cogniMve	requirements	of	informed	consent	are	high	(Barocas	&	
Nissenbaum	2014).	They	imply	that	the	data	subject	is	able	both	(i)	to	
understand	the	immense	complexity	of	what	might	be	happening	to	the	
data,	and	(ii)	to	negoMate	the	trade	off	between	the	immediate	
graMficaMon	of	the	service	and	the	uncertain	long-term	risk	of	the	data	
being	exposed	(especially	as	the	risk	is	largely	cumulaMve	and	
dependent	on	whatever	other	relevant	data	is	available,	and	the	specific	
risk	from	a	parMcular	data	release	is	probably	negligible	in	most	cases).	
Indeed,	so	quickly	does	the	technological	context	evolve,	in	all	
probability	no-one	can	truly	know	what	risk	they	are	likely	to	encounter	
two	or	three	years	down	the	line.	
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It	is	hard,	therefore,	to	keep	control.	The	so-called	‘privacy	paradox’	
notes	that	people	oken	profess	concern	about	privacy	while	behaving	in	
apparently	reckless	ways	(Dienlin	&	Trepte	2014);	this	is	less	a	paradox	
than	a	mismatch	between	one’s	reflecMve	view	and	one’s	preferences	in	
a	specific	context	(for	instance,	one	may	want	to	get	slim,	while	
someMmes	eaMng	hamburgers,	but	no-one	talks	about	the	MacDonald’s	
paradox).	Indeed,	our	privacy	norms	are	generally	far	more	complex	and	
context-dependent	than	the	simple	technological	tools	available	
(Edwards	2013,	319-324).	Surveys	have	oken	revealed	people’s	lack	of	
trust	of	those	who	use	their	data,	even	while	they	fail	to	use	the	
protecMons	(both	legal	and	technical)	that	they	have	(Smith	2017).	

However,	most	privacy	regulaMon	has	been	developed	within	the	liberal	
paradigm	–	that	is,	it	is	assumed	that	the	point	is	to	allow	individuals	(as	
opposed	to	groups,	say,	which	are	not	covered	in	data	protecMon	
legislaMon	or	privacy	rights)	to	secure	the	level	of	privacy	they	prefer	(as	
opposed	to	the	privacy	a	paternalisMc	third	party	believes	they	ought	to	
have),	and	that	the	individual’s	autonomy	is	the	key	value	that	the	
system	is	trying	to	protect.	Within	that	mindset,	no-one	has	thought	of	a	
beTer	idea	than	consent	for	supporMng	both	privacy	and	autonomy	
simultaneously.	

As	legal	scholar	Daniel	Solove	points	out	(Solove	2013),	if	it	is	assumed	
(i)	that	individuals	cannot	give	informed	consent,	and	(ii)	that	privacy	
should	therefore	be	regulated	in	some	other	way	without	engaging	the	
cogniMvely-stretched	individual,	then	the	outcome	may	well	be	that	
privacy	is	beTer-protected,	but	at	the	cost	of	sacrificing	the	autonomy	of	
the	individual.	
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Privacy-enhancing technologies 

There	are	obvious	ways	to	restrict	the	flow	of	informaMon	about	you,	
even	if	you	don’t	want	to	waste	Mme	reading	privacy	policies.	These	
include	keeping	sokware	up	to	date,	using	trusted	Virtual	Private	
Networks	(VPNs)	that	don’t	have	an	adverMsing-based	business	model,	
blocking	online	tracking	(possibly	via	the	VPN),	ensuring	passwords	or	
other	idenMficaMon	methods	are	complex	and	unique	to	parMcular	
applicaMons,	being	careful	about	posMng	personal	data	(for	instance,	
holiday	desMnaMons,	at	least	before	you	set	out)	and	keeping	to	well-
known	apps	on	the	major	app	stores	(so	that	at	least	the	problems	are	
well-understood).	

Going	beyond	these	basic	(but	themselves	underused)	technologies,	
there	have	been	many	other	ideas,	oken	but	not	exclusively	
technological,	put	forward	about	how	data	subjects	can	take	more	
control	of	the	way	their	data	is	treated.	These	ideas	are	usually	collected	
under	the	heading	of	privacy-enhancing	technologies	(PETs).	Many	PETs,	
such	as	privacy-preserving	machine	learning	or	differenMal	privacy	(Al-
Rubaie	&	Chang	2019,	Royal	Society	2019),	are	designed	for	use	by	

corporates	in	order	to	manage	their	personal	data	processing,	and	
companies	such	as	Privitar	can	provide	business-to-business	services	
with	integrated	PETs	for	privacy	management.	However,	some	PETs	have	
been	designed	for	individuals	as	means	of	enforcing	their	data	
protecMon	rights.	Examples	of	the	ideas	in	this	space	include	the	
following.	
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• PlaDorm	for	Privacy	Preferences	(Grimm	&	Rossnagel	2000).	
The	Pla[orm	for	Privacy	Preferences	(P3P)	was	a	protocol	that	
allowed	the	expression	of	how	data	would	be	used,	which	
became	a	W3C	recommendaMon	in	2002.	The	intended	use	was	
that	websites	could	use	it	to	express	how	it	would	use	the	data	
gleaned	from	its	users,	while	users	could	also	say	what	their	
preferred	limits	would	be.	If	the	privacy	preferences	of	the	user	
failed	to	match	the	privacy	policies	of	the	website,	then	a	
dialogue	could	be	iniMated	to	negoMate	whether	the	difference	
could	be	closed.	It	was	seen	as	difficult	to	use,	and	is	no	longer	
supported.	

• Do	Not	Track	(BoT	2012).	Do	Not	Track	was	designed	to	be	part	
of	an	HTTP	transacMon	that	allowed	potenMal	website	users	to	
say	whether	they	consented	to	be	tracked.	It	was	supported	by	
a	number	of	browsers,	and	the	W3C	aTempted	to	standardise	it.	
However,	its	legal	status	was	uncertain,	and	take-up	was	low,	
leading	to	its	eventual	disappearance,	and	the	disconMnuaMon	
of	the	W3C’s	efforts	before	a	recommendaMon	was	accepted.	

• Personal	InformaHon	Management	Systems	(Bergman	et	al	
2003).	Personal	InformaMon	Management	Systems	(PIMS)	are	
sets	of	services	that	allow	individuals	to	manage	and	control	
online	data	about	them,	and	at	the	most	expansive	to	
determine	their	online	idenMty.	Data	is	held	in	online	storage	
systems,	and	individuals	themselves	decide	how	and	to	whom	
access	to	the	data	will	be	granted.	With	the	data	under	their	
control,	data	subjects	can	more	easily	exercise	their	data	
protecMon	rights,	such	as	rights	to	correct	or	erase	data.	It	also	
presents	data	subjects	with	responsibiliMes,	such	as	ensuring	
interoperability,	cybersecurity,	and	encrypMon.	Under	current	
law,	PIMS	will	allow	individuals	to	manage	data	about	them	that	
is	under	their	control,	or	to	which	they	are	enMtled	(for	example,	
via	GDPR	portability	rights);	one	could	imagine	extensions	to	the	
law	which	would	allow	individuals	to	insist	on	the	transfer	of	
personal	data	about	them	to	their	PIMS.	However,	at	present,	
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there	would	need	to	be	a	tractable	(e.g.	contractual)	
arrangement	between	data	gatherer	and	data	subject.	If	the	
scope	of	PIMS	was	to	be	widened,	then	there	would	need	to	be	
a	combinaMon	of	laws	and	technologies	to	enforce	that,	first	to	
give	individuals	access	to	the	data	about	them,	and	secondly	to	
enable	them	to	track	its	usage	(Oswald	2014).	

• Personal	Data	Stores	(Van	Kleek	&	O’Hara	2014).	A	Personal	
Data	Store	(PDS)	is	the	specific	hardware	core	of	a	PIMS,	a	
technical	architecture	to	facilitate	longitudinal,	decentralised	
and	individual-centric	collecMon	and	curaMon	of	data.	Such	
stores	face	a	number	of	challenges:	the	requirement	to	store	
data	for	potenMally	long	periods;	the	usability	difficulMes	of	
managing	data	for	individuals;	the	regulatory	basis	for	
individuals’	access	to	their	own	data,	and	for	third-party	access	
to	data;	the	need	to	comply	with	accepted	data	handling	
standards;	and	the	need	to	future-proof	data	gathering	against	
the	evoluMon	of	social	norms.	A	number	of	companies	put	
forward	PDSs,	such	as	MyDex	(hTps://mydex.org/),	a	
Community	Interest	Company	in	the	UK	that	provides	PDSs	
alongside	other	personal	data	services,	including	secure	idenMty	
services.	

• Camouflage	and	obfuscaHon	(Brunton	&	Nissenbaum	2015).	
Brunton	and	Nissenbaum	argue	that	one	response	to	
informaMon	asymmetry	is	to	camouflage	your	digital	footprint	
by	obfuscaMng	the	data	that	is	processed	about	you,	i.e.	making	
it	less	accurate	and	harder	to	obtain	and	process	(this	has	also	
been	called	privacy	vigilanMsm	by	Oswald	(2017)).	This	might	
include	providing	false	informaMon	(e.g.	when	registering	for	a	
service	or	site),	especially	if	the	informaMon	has	no	effect	on	the	
service	you	receive.	For	instance,	many	sites	ask	for	your	
birthdate;	this	can	be	of	no	conceivable	interest,	except	to	
establish	that	you	are	an	adult	(which	doesn’t	require	the	exact	
date),	or	to	provide	a	piece	of	informaMon	that	can	be	matched	
against	another	database	so	that	data	about	you	are	linked.	
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Other	obfuscaMon	opMons	are	to	use	a	browser	plugin	that	clicks	
on	every	adverMsement	on	a	page,	or	enters	random	search	
terms	to	search	engines	on	your	behalf,	which	will	pollute	the	
profile	of	you	that	is	built	up.	Tor	(hTps://www.torproject.org/)	
creates	a	type	of	obfuscaMon,	by	disguising	the	routes	of	
Internet	traffic;	MIX-zoning	creates	an	area	where	many	mobile	
users	can	switch	idenMMes,	making	it	harder	for	them	to	be	
traced	across	the	idenMty	switch.	

• Hub	of	All	Things	(hTps://www.hubofallthings.com/).	The	Hub	
of	All	Things	(HAT)	is	a	PIMS,	based	on	a	server	hosted	in	the	
cloud	which	allows	data	subjects	to	create	and	own	their	own	
HAT	microservers,	allowing	them	to	bring	their	own	data	from	
the	Internet,	exchange	data	with	other	applicaMons,	and	
perform	their	own	analyMcs.	It	is	therefore	more	of	a	scheme	to	
allow	people	to	extract	value	from	their	own	data,	rather	than	
preserve	privacy,	although	it	may	be	used	for	that	purpose	as	
well.	A	microserver	is	offered	through	a	personal	data	account	
from	the	Dataswik	PDA	management	pla[orm.	Individuals	own	
the	data	in	their	microserver,	but	can	grant	access	to	other	
companies	via	APIs.	HAT	aims	to	foster	an	ecosystem	of	apps	
which	would	use	the	data	on	and	via	the	HAT	server.	

• The	BBC	Box	(hTps://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/2019-06-bbc-box-
personal-data-privacy).	The	BBC	Box	is	a	personal	data	
management	system	being	trialled	by	BBC	R&D,	a	physical	
device	in	an	individual’s	home	onto	which	personal	data	is	
gathered	from	a	range	of	sources,	collected	and	processed	
under	their	control.	Personal	data	is	stored	locally	on	the	
hardware	and	once	there,	it	can	be	processed	and	added	to	by	
apps	running	on	the	Box,	as	with	HAT.	No	third	party,	including	
the	BBC,	can	access	data	without	authorisaMon.	Apps	have	
access	to	the	data,	but	don’t	take	it	off	the	Box.	
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• Global	Privacy	Control	(hTps://globalprivacycontrol.org/).	
Global	Privacy	Control	(Melendez	2020)	is	a	standard	sponsored	
by	a	number	of	privacy-concerned	companies	and	organisaMons,	
from	DuckDuckGo	to	Mozilla,	prompted	by	the	untested	new	
legal	context	of	GDPR	and	the	California	Consumer	Privacy	Act	
(CCPA)	of	2018.	The	aim	is	not	unlike	that	of	P3P,	to	provide	a	
means	for	individuals	to	express	their	privacy	preferences	across	
the	Internet,	or	at	least	through	a	single	browser,	rather	than	
dealing	afresh	with	each	website.		
The	current	(2021)	implementaMon	is	not	legally-binding,	but	its	
sponsors	believe	that	it	will	amass	legal	force	as	industry	groups	
and	regulators	assess	it,	and	as	the	case	law	from	the	new	data	
protecMon	and	privacy	legislaMon	comes	in.	However,	we	should	
note	that	one	of	the	problems	with	P3P	and	Do	Not	Track	was	
their	uncertain	legal	status,	which	helped	hinder	adopMon.	The	
plus	for	websites	is	that	they	would	sMll	be	allowed	to	gather	
data	for	their	analyMcs	programmes,	but	not	for	aggregaMng	
profiles	of	individual	users.	

There	are	a	number	of	issues	with	these	technologies	and	protocols	
with	respect	to	their	use	by	individuals	to	police	their	digital	footprint.	
The	first	is	to	do	with	usability.	Despite	their	oken	user-centric	design,	
they	are	disproporMonately	complex	to	use,	relaMve	to	the	privacy	
concerns	of	most	users	(Alpár	et	al	2011).	In	parMcular	most	individuals	
are	comparaMvely	unused	to	expressing	their	aptudes	to	privacy	in	a	
reflecMve	and	formal	way	(a	fact	which	is	likely	also	to	have	led	to	some	
of	the	evidence	for	the	privacy	paradox).	
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Secondly,	they	oken	provide	formalisms	for	expressing	preferences	
without	a	clear	roadmap	as	to	how	to	ensure	those	preferences	are	
respected.	Enforcement	and	tracing	are	extra	steps,	oken	requiring	the	
cooperaMon	of	the	websites	whose	behaviour	is	supposedly	being	
constrained.	Furthermore,	the	interface	with	the	regulatory	field	–	
which	is	currently	in	flux	as	we	await	the	seTled	case	law	that	will	follow	
the	implementaMon	of	GDPR,	CCPA,	and	so	on	–	is	uncertain.	Regulators	
have	not	as	yet	accepted	many	PETs	as	standards,	and	have	shown	liTle	
sign	of	doing	so.	

Third,	it	has	to	be	said	that	the	take-up	of	these	techniques	and	
technologies	has	not	been	great.	Yet	many	of	them	seem	to	rely	for	their	
potenMal	on	an	ecosystem	of	users	and	network	effects.	More	users	for	
formalisms	like	Global	Privacy	Control	would	help	provoke	the	
development	of	de	facto	if	not	de	jure	industry	standards.	Ideas	such	as	
HAT	and	the	BBC	Box	would	appear	more	valuable	to	users	if	there	was	
a	wide	selecMon	of	apps	prepared	to	use	the	data	under	the	specified	
condiMons.	And	then,	of	course,	if	there	was	movement	on	the	industry	
side,	then	the	PETs	themselves	would	become	more	aTracMve	to	users,	
for	example	included	as	defaults	in	many	systems.	Hence,	network	
effects	would	be	very	handy	for	the	PET	industry;	the	problem	is	how	to	
bootstrap	them,	especially	in	a	world	where	most	users	are	apatheMc	
about	these	issues.		

The	PET	field	has	been	an	area	of	intense	research	at	least	since	2000,	
and	in	that	Mme	no	single	product	has	aTracted	very	much	aTenMon	
outside	the	legal	and	academic	communiMes.	
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Indeed,	it	is	salutary	to	consider	that,	since	research	in	this	paradigm	
began,	consumers	and	ciMzens	have	been	somewhat	more	concerned	
with	adopMng	new	technologies	which	generate	even	more	data.	The	
spread	of	smartphones	and	social	media	happened	during	this	period,	
and	in	more	recent	years	we	have	seen	the	burgeoning	of	the	Internet	
of	Things,	promoted	by	popular	devices	such	as	voice-acMvated	virtual	
assistants.	The	relaMve	rates	of	adopMon	of	these	technologies	
compared	to	privacy	enhancing	technologies	places	in	quesMon	the	
extent	of	the	demand	for	the	laTer.	

Certainly	no-one	–	despite	the	heroic	claims	of	Google/Alphabet	and	
Facebook/Meta	–	enjoys	receiving	adverMsements,	be	they	ever	so	
targeted.	If	avoiding	tracking	could	be	done	easily,	by	clicking	a	buTon,	it	
would	be.	Indeed,	Apple’s	release	of	iOS14	aTempts	to	do	this,	and	that	
could	indeed	undermine	what	one	adverMsing	CEO	calls	“a	vibrant	app	
ecosystem”	(PiT	2020).	Oh	dear!	The	well-known	words	“we	care	about	
your	privacy”,	which	most	of	us	see	several	Mmes	a	day,	are	probably	the	
most	common	lie	in	the	English	language	(with	the	excepMon	perhaps	of	
“no-one	likes	a	good	joke	more	than	I	do,	but	…”).	“We	care	about	
potenMal	reputaMonal	damage”	would	be	nearer	the	mark.	However,	the	
rub	is	that	not	only	do	the	corporates	not	care	about	our	privacy,	but	
there’s	not	a	great	deal	of	evidence	that	individuals	do	either,	at	least	to	
the	extent	of	doing	something	expensive	about	it.	Since	remarkably	few	
people	are	prepared	to	pay	for	online	services,	it	is	hard	to	see	a	
disrupMve	business	model	emerging.	
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Against	this	background,	in	the	remainder	of	this	paper,	I	will	consider	
two	new	ideas	for	addressing	these	concerns.	The	first	is	technological,	a	
new	protocol	developed	by	the	inventor	of	the	World	Wide	Web	Tim	
Berners-Lee.	The	second	is	legal,	an	up-to-date	adaptaMon	of	venerable	
trust	law	in	order	to	empower	data	subjects	and	enable	them	to	achieve	
a	criMcal	mass	to	even	out	power	asymmetries	with	the	consumers	of	
data.	
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Solid 

Solid	(Social	Linked	Data	–	Mansour	et	al	2016,	O’Hara	&	Hall	2021,	
233-236)	is	a	decentralised	pla[orm	for	social	applicaMons	on	the	
Web,	in	which	users’	data	is	managed	separately	from	the	

applicaMons	that	create	it	and	those	that	consume	it,	rather	as	with	a	
PDS	or	the	HAT.	Rather	than	being	ceded	to	the	app’s	back	end	storage,	
the	data	is	stored	in	a	Personal	Online	Datastore	(pod),	which	is	Web-
accessible	and	from	which	data	is	portable,	enabling	simple	switching.	
Users	can	have	a	range	of	pods,	which	may	be	provided	by	independent	
pod	providers.	Solid	protocols	are	based	on	W3C	recommendaMons,	
which	are	open	standards	for	interoperability,	allowing	developers	to	
create	applicaMons	which	range	over	all	the	data	over	which	the	user	
has	control	wherever	it	is	stored	on	the	Web.	

The	structure	of	the	Web	has	shiked	from	a	decentralised	informaMon	
space,	to	one	on	which	most	data	is	controlled	by	a	relaMvely	small	
number	of	very	large	corporaMons	within	so-called	‘walled	gardens’.	
These	corporaMons	derive	great	power	from	their	monopolisaMon	of	
those	resources	once	they	reach	a	certain	criMcal	mass	which	is	
protected	by	network	effects	(ZiTrain	2008).		

The	Web	is	therefore	currently	experiencing	centripetal	forces,	driving	it	
towards	a	hub/spoke	informaMon	flow	model,	which,	on	the	Solid	
criMque,	provokes	power	asymmetries	between	users	(at	the	spokes)	
and	the	corporaMons	(hubs),	creates	inefficiencies	in	data	flow	and	siloes	
in	data	storage,	and	suppresses	innovaMon	by	making	it	harder	for	
developers	to	build	on	top	of	exisMng	popular	pla[orms.	The	effect	of	
the	walled	gardens	is	to	undermine	the	Web’s	principle	of	uniform	IDs	
(for	interoperability)	and	permissionless	development	(to	support	
innovaMon).	
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Solid’s	aim,	therefore,	is	to	counter	this	using	current	Web	protocols	for	
peer-to-peer	(P2P)	networking,	sepng	up	centrifugal	forces	to	
redecentralise	the	Web	(see	also	hTps://redecentralize.org/).	It	is	not	
therefore	intended	to	replace	the	exisMng	Web	(as,	for	example,	has	
been	suggested	about	a	rival	redecentralisaMon	scheme,	the	blockchain-
based	Elastos,	hTps://www.elastos.org/).	Instead,	it	facilitates	
compeMMon	for	social	media	and	large	data	consumers,	compeMng	
against	their	walled	gardens	with	a	P2P	ecosystem	of	apps	and	services.	

Privacy	is	one	issue	that	animates	Solid,	for	(consensual)	privacy	
breaches	are	encouraged	in	the	current	centralised	ecosystem	as	data	
flows	from	the	spokes	to	the	hubs	to	the	benefit	of	corporaMons	and	
against	the	interests	of	individuals	(Zuboff	2019).	It	is,	however,	as	
Berners-Lee	pointed	out	in	his	2018	MozFest	talk	(hTps://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=elfSzMATcB4),	only	one	of	the	hooks	upon	
which	it	hangs.		

The	Solid	vision	is	that	individuals	should	have	complete	control	of	their	
data,	and	that	they	should	be	able	to	engage	in	contacts	with	their	social	
networks	without	necessarily	revealing	metadata	about	who	is	in	
contact	with	whom	and	when,	so	that	highly	targeted	adverMsements,	
poliMcal	messages,	or	other	types	of	manipulaMon	can	only	be	craked	
with	their	informed	consent.	The	data	uses	a	linked	data	model	(based	
on	the	Resource	DescripMon	Framework	RDF	–	Cyganiak	et	al	2014),	so	it	
can	sMll	be	shared	relaMvely	easily,	with	user-determined	access	control.	
A	Solid	server	therefore	goes	beyond	an	ordinary	Web	server	with	its	
two	requirements	of	access	control	and	support	for	linked	data.	
Individuals	can	run	mulMple	idenMMes	on	a	range	of	servers,	and	even	
mint	a	quasi-anonymous	ID,	using	it	a	single	Mme	to	prevent	it	being	
linked	to	any	other	session	involving	the	same	individual.	
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Solid	is	administered	via	a	project	at	MIT	(hTps://solid.mit.edu/),	and	
Inrupt	(hTps://inrupt.com/),	a	company	to	provide	a	commercial	
context	for	development.	Solid’s	aim	is	to	create	a	community	of	users	
of	pods	stored	in	the	cloud,	aTracMng	providers	to	engage	with	the	
market,	providing	choice	as	to	where	data	is	stored	and	how	it	is	
managed	(and	how	much	is	paid	for	the	storage	service).	It	will	also	be	
possible	to	develop	or	administer	one’s	own	pod,	although	this	would	
require	technical	experMse,	and	so	cannot	be	the	mechanism	that	would	
allow	the	ecosystem	to	scale	up.	The	pod	is	independent	of	any	apps	
running	off	it,	compleMng	the	envisaged	separaMon	of	data	from	
applicaMon.	App	developers	would	design	their	apps’	front	ends,	while	
the	pod	ecosystem	is	in	effect	a	common	back	end.	We	might	even	go	so	
far	as	to	say	that	the	back	end	of	all	Solid	apps	is	the	Web	as	a	whole.	
The	data	produced	by	the	app	would	be	stored	in	whichever	of	the	
user’s	pods	he	or	she	selected.	Hence,	different	or	compeMng	apps	could	
be	run	over	the	same	data,	while	an	app	could	provide	a	seamless	
experience	using	data	from	different	pods	(even	the	pods	of	different	
individuals	if	they	have	all	granted	access,	to	facilitate	a	group	
interacMon,	for	example).	

The	main	effort	so	far	in	the	Solid	project	has	been	developing	the	Solid	
servers	rather	than	app	development,	although	it	is	hard	to	see	an	
ecosystem	emerging	without	a	set	of	apps	to	sMmulate	demand.	
Progress	on	the	ecosystem,	on	the	account	of	Lalana	Kagal,	Solid’s	
project	manager,	is	slow	(Heaven	2020),	and	its	growth	more	likely	to	be	
as	a	result	of	government	mandate	rather	than	driven	from	the	boTom	
up	(McGrath	2021).	Inrupt’s	first	commercial	service	appeared	in	late	
2020,	with	pilot	projects	run	by	the	BBC,	the	NHS,	the	NatWest	Bank,	
and	most	interesMngly	the	government	of	Flanders,	whose	My	CiMzen	
Profile	service	is	intended	to	give	every	ciMzen	a	pod	(Berners-Lee	2020).	
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The type of control provided by Solid 

The	aim	of	Solid	is	to	put	individuals	in	control	of	their	data.	The	
architecture’s	intended	affordance	is	to	put	access	controls	on	the	data,	
so	that	third	parMes	can	only	process	the	data	when	the	individual	it	
concerns	permits	the	processing.	The	level	of	security	is	clearly	relevant	
here	–	it	needs	to	be	ensured	that	a	Solid	pod	does	not	have	an	
unintended	backdoor	that	allows	hackers	to	gain	access	to	the	data.		

The	access	controls	themselves	may	also	include	further	architectural	
constraints	–	for	example,	the	pod	may	not	allow	the	third	party	app	to	
have	access	to	any	data	at	all,	but	may	instead	return	answers	to	
authorised	queries,	or	may	be	governed	by	principles	of	differenMal	
privacy.	Once	data	is	copied	from	the	Solid	server	onto	the	dataspace	of	
the	third	party	app	(if	that	is	allowed),	then	the	Solid	architecture	can	no	
longer	constrain	what	happens	to	the	data.	Hence	the	interacMon	
between	Solid	and	the	app	must	be	seamless.	If	the	idea	of	apps	all	
accessing	a	common	back	end	is	to	take	off,	then	the	technical	
requirements	may	make	it	hard	to	roll	out	an	app	across	other	similar	
architectures,	such	as	HAT,	the	BBC	Box,	Elastos	or	DFinity	(hTps://
dfinity.org/),	to	name	but	four.	The	app	may	require	painstaking	work	on	
the	front	end	for	each	environment.	If	the	size	of	the	app	ecosystem	is	
to	be	a	key	enabler	of	the	architecture,	then	it	may	be	that	there	is	room	
for	only	one	of	these	approaches	to	survive.	StandardisaMon	is	likely	to	
be	key	(Kuebler-Wachendorff	et	al	2021).	
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Solid’s	main	purpose	is	to	redecentralise	the	Web,	but	as	a	by-product	
allows	individuals	to	express	their	preferences	as	to	who	gets	access	to	
their	data.	Here	is	where	the	element	of	control	comes	in,	and	we	find	
the	basic	privacy	proposiMon	for	Solid:	Solid	provides	the	affordances	for	
individuals	to	get	their	privacy	preferences	with	respect	to	that	much	of	
their	data	which	is	stored	on	a	Solid	server.	These	affordances	provide	
control:	they	can	choose	whether	or	not	a	piece	of	data	remains	private	
to	them,	or	confidenMal	to	a	small	circle,	and	they	can	choose	who	can	
have	access	and	who	not.	

The	cost	of	this	control	is	that	individual	now	have	more	decisions	to	
take	vis-à-vis	data.	One	way	of	doing	this	is	to	take	the	resource-heavy	
decision	of	running	their	own	servers.	This	is	risky	in	a	number	of	ways,	
most	obviously	the	server	may	fail	without	a	commercial	backup.	Such	
individuals	would	also	have	to	be	confident	that	they	were	able	to	
furnish	cupng	edge	security.	More	likely,	they	would	delegate	these	
decisions	to	pod	administrators.	This	requires	that	they	need	to	choose,	
e.g.	whether	to	pay	for	storage	and	greater	control,	or	to	go	for	some	
sort	of	standard	free	pod	on	a	Solid	community	server	that	provided	a	
basic	service.	

Note,	of	course,	that	privacy	preferences	cannot	be	guaranteed	by	the	
architecture	if	it	has	security	problems,	and	doesn’t	therefore	funcMon	
as	per	specificaMon.	Note	also	that	if	a	third	party	has	been	given	access	
to	the	data	including	the	ability	to	copy	it,	then	the	individual	can	no	
longer	guarantee	his	or	her	preferences	using	the	Solid	architecture	–	he	
or	she	will	need	other	means	to	enforce	preferences	and	keep	control	
(e.g.	with	terms	and	condiMons	over	third	party	processing	of	her	data).	

Note	also	that	using	Solid	does	not	necessarily	help	people	get	their	
preferences	as	to	who	else’s	data	they	get	access	to	(another	type	of	
privacy	preference	–	a	preference	about	the	privacy	of	others).	Someone	
may	want	their	apps	to	range	over	their	partner’s	and	their	children’s	
data	in	order	to	realise	greater	value	for	the	household,	but	they	will	be	
unable	to	do	that	unless	they	give	permission.	
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Note	finally	that	preferences	about	privacy	have	to	compete	with	other	
preferences,	including	those	about	whether	to	expend	resources	on	a	
Solid	pod,	or	on	a	dinner	for	two	at	Maxim’s.	There	are	always	other	
calls	on	money,	and	even	a	privacy-concerned	individual	may	prefer	to	
spend	it	in	different	ways.	

Regulation and rights 

It	follows	from	the	above	discussion	that,	as	well	as	the	architectural	
affordances	given	by	the	Solid	architecture,	individuals	may	need	
contractual	arrangements	with	third	parMes	who	access	their	data,	i.e.	
enforceable	terms	and	condiMons	which	can	be	invoked	either	to	
prevent	them	from,	e.g.,	sharing	the	data	further,	or	to	punish	them	if	
they	do.	There	may	sMll	be	issues	of	enforceability	and	traceability,	but	
at	least	there	would	be	a	legal	underpinning	to	expectaMons.	

It	is	also	worth	noMng	that	some	of	the	Solid	funcMonality	would	help	
individuals	enforce	their	GDPR	rights,	and	to	the	extent	that	the	data	did	
not	leave	their	pod,	it	would	be	a	powerful	tool.	Typically,	legislaMon	in	
this	area	is	intended	to	be	technology-neutral,	and	so	it	is	unlikely	that	
Solid	itself	would	be	given	direct	support	(or	suppression)	by	any	
legislaMon.	

In	the	United	States,	those	holding	their	own	data	on	their	own	servers	
would	have	extra	protecMon	from	government	intrusion,	via	the	
consMtuMonal	protecMons	against	unreasonable	searches	and	in	some	
circumstances	also	free	speech	(these	protecMons	hardly	apply	to	the	
private	sector).	There	have	been	controversies	about	companies	
handing	data	over	to	the	government	upon	request	(cf.	e.g.	Strumpf	
2016,	ScoT	2017,	Krak	2017),	but	if	the	government	wished	to	enter	a	
ciMzen’s	property	and	take	informaMon	directly	off	her	server,	she	would	
be	protected	by	the	Fourth	Amendment	against	unreasonable	searches,	
unless	a	search	warrant	was	granted	by	a	court.	
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Part	of	Solid’s	pitch	is	a	moral	statement	that	individuals	should	have	
control	over	their	data	(whether	to	protect	their	privacy	or	otherwise),	
and	that	conversely	the	big	tech	companies	have	too	much	power	as	a	
result	of	the	data	they	are	able	to	amass	and	hide	behind	walled	
gardens	and	non-interoperable	systems.	Whether	such	empowerment	
of	individuals	with	respect	to	their	data	could	be	supported	in	some	
legislatures	is	a	moot	point.	The	EU	is	generally	sympatheMc	to	the	
empowerment	of	individuals,	while	the	US	government	tends	to	
property	interests	of	companies	relaMvely	more	highly.	Meanwhile	the	
Chinese	government	is	keen	to	maintain	its	own	routes	to	access	to	data	
for	social	policy,	and	so	may	be	less	supporMve	of	the	Solid	model	
(O’Hara	&	Hall	2021).	

A data consumer’s view of Solid 

This	account	of	Solid	has	been	wriTen	from	the	point	of	view	of	
individuals	with	privacy	interests.	However,	the	interests	of	data	
consumers	are	also	naturally	engaged.	For	app	developers,	the	major	
issue	is	that	in	the	Solid	ecosystem,	they	do	not	get	to	design	the	back	
end	architecture,	and	so	only	get	to	design	the	interface	with	the	user.	
Hence,	they	lose	their	control	over	the	data,	which	of	course	may	impact	
their	business	model.	They	could	refuse	to	adopt	the	Solid	architecture,	
or	refuse	to	supply	services	to	users	who	wished	to	keep	control	over	
their	data.	

There	may	be	interesMng	compromises	–	for	instance,	an	app	developer	
may	parMally	define	a	back	end	in	terms	of	a	parMcular	pod	design.	Use	
of	the	app	might	require	the	user	to	put	all	the	resulMng	data	into	a	pod	
controlled	by	the	user,	but	designed	and	hosted	by	the	developer.	This	
may	help	the	developer,	for	instance	by	defining	the	pod’s	API	to	make	
data	transfer	easier,	or	alternaMvely	being	able	to	prevent	other	app	
developers	gepng	access	to	the	data.	
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An	app	provider	may	also	provide	its	own	internal	regulaMon,	and	could	
consider	using	Solid	for	its	informaMon	management	needs	–	it	may	
decide,	for	example,	that	Solid	would	be	a	useful	architecture	for	it	to	
manage	data	in	a	GDPR-compliant	manner.	It	could	host	pods	on	its	own	
servers,	while	ceding	(some)	control	to	the	individuals	whose	data	is	
stored.	At	present,	Solid	appears	to	be	largely	aimed	at	data	subjects	
rather	than	data	consumers,	but	thought	is	being	given	within	the	Solid	
project	for	the	app	developer’s	experience.	Whether	this	will	be	
sufficient	to	tempt	developers	to	enter	the	Solid	ecosystem	may	depend	
more	on	the	network	effects	of	doing	so,	i.e.	whether	enough	data	
subjects	are	concerned	enough	about	privacy	issues	to	take	more	
responsibility	in	the	management	of	their	data.	It	may	be	that	Solid’s	
friendliness	to	the	concept	of	linked	data,	through	its	use	of	W3C	
standards	such	as	RDF,	FOAF	(Friend	Of	A	Friend	–	Brickley	&	Miller	
2014)	and	LDP	(Linked	Data	Pla[orm	–	Mihindukulasooriya	&	Menday	
2015)	in	its	pla[orm,	could	make	it	an	important	delivery	pla[orm	for	
linked	data,	independently	(from	the	data	consumer’s	point	of	view)	of	
its	focus	on	data	subjects’	interests.	

Finally,	we	should	not	forget	that	solving	one	poliMcal	problem	(the	
power	asymmetry	between	individuals	and	tech	companies)	and	one	
technical	problem	(the	increasing	centralisaMon	of	the	Web)	does	not	
mean	that	the	soluMon	will	not	be	challenged,	nor	that	unintended	
consequences	may	not	emerge.	At	present,	most	poliMcal	debate	takes	
the	form	of	quesMoning	whether	app	providers	can	demand	that	
permissive	privacy	policies	be	consented	to	by	users	before	they	get	
access	to	services,	especially	when	the	providers	benefit	from	large	
network	effects.	If	and	when	the	Solid	ecosystem	grows	and	evolves,	it	
will	bring	its	own	network	effects,	which	will	doubtless	prompt	
important	poliMcal	quesMons	about	inclusion	and	exclusion.	Can	people	
be	denied	services	because	they	‘stand	by	their	rights’?	AlternaMvely,	
can	a	company	be	obliged	to	provide	services	to	someone	at	a	loss?	
These	are	major	quesMons	in	many	other	fields,	and	there	is	no	reason	
to	think	that	they	won’t	arise	if	the	Solid	ecosystem	scales	up.	
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Solid prospects? 

To	round	up,	Solid	is	currently	aimed	at	privacy-aware	individuals	who	
(a)	wish	to	have	control	over	who	gets	access	to	their	data,	(b)	prefer	
that	their	acMviMes	are	not	moneMsed	by	pla[orms,	or	(c)	ideologically	
prefer	an	open	Web	and	support	the	drive	to	redecentralise	it.	A	
problem	for	the	more	casual	user	is	the	current	lack	of	posiMve	network	
effects	in	the	Solid	ecosystem.	

However,	as	noted	above,	it	is	possible	to	view	Solid	as	an	infrastructure	
that	might	aid	data	consumers/app	providers	manage	the	data	they	
consume	(or,	perhaps	more	accurately,	to	outsource	its	management	to	
data	subjects).	GDPR	might	well	be	the	catalyst,	as	handing	control	to	
the	individual	data	subject	would	enable	most	data	consumers	to	be	
GDPR-compliant	by	default.	Data	consumers	may	not	in	that	event	even	
count	as	data	controllers	in	GDPR	terms,	but	may	instead	be	data	
processors,	processing	data	without	determining	the	purpose	or	means	
of	the	processing.	

Data	consumers	could	offer	to	host	one	or	more	pods	for	users,	possibly	
for	a	fee,	or	possibly	funded	by	the	value	they	are	thereby	enabled	to	
extract.	However,	the	flip	side	of	this	approach	would	be	that	data	
consumers	could	not	force	users	to	put	(all)	their	relevant	data	in	the	
pods	on	their	servers,	or	to	keep	it	there	for	any	parMcular	period	of	
Mme.	

However	these	developments	go,	in	the	Solid	ecosystem	the	data	
subject	will	remain	one	of	the	more	important	humans	in	the	loop.	Even	
in	the	context	of	a	thriving	ecosystem	and	the	consequent	network	
effects	for	providers	and	users	alike,	this	must	entail	a	degree	of	
uncertainty	for	app	providers.	Data	will	quite	possibly	have	to	be	taken	
from	mulMple	servers,	each	of	which	may	have	very	different	APIs.		
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It	will	be	hard	to	create	applicaMon-specific	queries	or	requests	for	data,	
unMl	a	set	of	standards	is	in	place	(hence	an	aTempt	to	link	Solid	with	
the	Data	Transfer	Project	–	Tung	2020).		

By	ceding	control	of	the	back	end,	app	developers	clearly	advance	such	
noble	aims	as	GDPR-compliance,	but	development	is	likely	to	be	more	
complex	as	the	data	representaMon	is	inevitably	less	applicaMon-specific,	
and	standardisaMon	is	very	much	a	work	in	progress.	
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Bottom up data trusts 

A nother	interesMng	aTempt	to	empower	data	subjects	developed	
recently	suggests	using	legal	rather	than	technological	tools.	
BoIom	up	data	trusts	(Delacroix	&	Lawrence	2019)	trade	on	the	

idea	of	using	trust	law	(Penner	2016)	to	facilitate	their	associaMon	in	
order	to	balance	the	power	and	informaMon	asymmetries	with	data	
consumers	such	as	social	networks,	so-called	‘data	leverage’	(Vincent	et	
al	2021).	The	term	‘data	trusts’	has	been	used	for	a	number	of	different	
contexts	recently	(O’Hara	2020,	Ada	Lovelace	InsMtute	2021),	including	
by	Wendy	Hall	and	Jérôme	PesenM	(2017)	to	refer	to	a	means	of	
reducing	risk	in	data	sharing	for	the	purposes	of	AI,	and	by	Alphabet	
subsidiary	Sidewalk	Labs	to	describe	their	data-handling	insMtuMons	
during	its	aborted	smart	ciMes	project	in	Toronto’s	waterfront	(Scassa	
2020).	However,	in	this	paper,	I	specifically	use	the	term	‘data	trust’	to	
refer	to	a	boTom	up	data	trust	in	the	meaning	given	by	Delacroix	and	
Lawrence.	

A	trust	is	a	legal	arrangement	where	a	trustee	governs	an	asset	for	the	
benefit	of	beneficiaries.	The	trustee	might	be	paid	a	salary,	and	is	
enMtled	to	expenses,	but	is	not	allowed	to	govern	the	asset	in	his	or	her	
own	interests;	to	do	so	would	make	him	or	her	liable	to	legal	acMon	from	
the	beneficiaries.	The	relaMon	between	trustee	and	beneficiaries	is	
called	a	fiduciary	relaMon.	A	typical	trust	arrangement	is	to	run	a	piece	
of	property	for	the	benefit	of	owners	who	for	some	reason	cannot	run	it	
themselves	–	for	example,	if	children	inherit	a	property,	it	might	be	run	
for	them	by	a	trustee	in	trust	unMl	they	come	of	age.	The	role	of	trustee	
is	therefore	highly	responsible,	and	open	to	liabiliMes.	
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The	data	trust	model	proposes	that	managing	personal	data	be	the	
object	of	the	trust.	Data	subjects	would	join	the	trust,	in	effect	
authorising	the	trustee	to	pursue	their	data	protecMon	rights	in	their	
names.	The	trustee	would	then	be	able	to	deal	with	data	consumers,	
such	as	social	media	or	adverMsers,	not	as	one	individual	against	a	
powerful	corporaMon,	but	as	the	agent	of	a	group	with	a	wider,	more	
representaMve	and	therefore	more	valuable	tranche	of	data.	The	data	of	
an	individual	is	relaMvely	low	in	value;	not	much	can	be	done	with	it	on	
its	own,	while	if	it	is	withdrawn	from	a	large	populaMon	(of,	say,	
thousands	of	data	subjects),	then	its	withdrawal	won’t	make	much	
difference	to	the	value	of	the	rest	of	the	group’s	data.	If,	on	the	other	
hand,	data	subjects	could	get	to	organise	in	a	group	using	a	data	trust,	
then	the	trustee,	as	the	single	point	of	decision-making,	would	have	the	
correspondingly	greater	power	that	would	come	from	having	a	
correspondingly	large	quanMty	of	data	under	his	or	her	control.	

Delacroix	and	Lawrence,	like	many	thinkers	in	this	space,	see	important	
value	in	there	being	an	ecosystem	of	data	trusts.	Different	trusts	could	
have	diverse	policies	–	some	privacy-protecMng,	some	value-maximising,	
some	concerned	with	promoMng	scienMfic	and	social	scienMfic	research,	
and	so	on	–	and	data	subjects	could	choose	which	trusts	they	wished	to	
join	(and	of	course	could	join	more	than	one,	placing	different	data	
types	appropriately	as	they	considered	it	sensiMve).	As	with	Solid,	data	
subjects	could	discriminate	in	their	treatment	of	the	data	about	them.	

If	such	a	diverse	ecosystem	emerged,	and	grew	to	significant	size,	the	
trustees	would	be	in	a	stronger	negoMaMng	posiMon	with	respect	to	data	
consumers.	Data	consumers	would	have	to	offer	terms	and	condiMons	
that	were	acceptable	to	trustees/beneficiaries	to	get	access	to	sufficient	
quanMMes	of	data.	If	the	market	grew	strongly	enough,	then	a	Mpping	
point	might	emerge	whereby	this	would	become	the	norm	for	the	
consumpMon	of	data.		
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The	growth	of	such	a	market	could	possibly	be	fostered	by	legislaMon,	or	
(see	below)	may	even	be	implicit	in	GDPR.	However,	it	would	depend	on	
individual	data	subjects	being	minded	and	moMvated	to	take	the	step	of	
placing	their	data	in	data	trusts	–	hence	they	are	described	as	‘boTom	
up’	data	trusts,	even	though	the	scheme	itself	actually	centralises	
control	over	data	in	some	respects.	

Exactly	how	a	trust	would	work	is	moot.	There	currently	exists	no	data	
trust	on	precisely	these	lines,	and	no-one	seems	close	to	sepng	one	up	
(as	opposed	to	making	a	contractual	arrangement	for	data	management	
and	branding	it	a	‘data	trust’).	To	begin	with,	it	is	not	possible	to	set	up	a	
trust	without	there	being	something	in	trust	–	in	other	words,	one	could	
not	set	up	a	‘shell’	data	trust	and	later	populate	it	with	beneficiaries.	
However,	it	would	be	possible	to	start	off	with	a	group	of	willing	
parMcipants,	and	collect	more	beneficiaries	going	forward.	

The	rights	of	the	beneficiaries	would	also	need	to	be	determined	–	do	
they	preserve	their	data	protecMon	rights	while	they	are	operated	by	the	
trustee?	It	is	not	clear	that	a	data	subject	can	renounce	his	or	her	data	
protecMon	rights.	Of	course,	data	subjects	can	fail	to	pursue	the	rights,	
but	they	sMll	retain	them.	However,	this	means	that,	even	if	data	
subjects	agree	not	to	pursue	their	rights	while	the	data	is	in	the	trust,	
they	sMll	have	the	right	to	do	something	that	the	trustee	determines	
should	not	be	done	(e.g.	they	could	give	consent	for	the	use	of	the	
personal	data,	even	though	the	trustee	has	withheld	it).	But	this	pushes	
against	the	idea	of	a	trust,	where	the	trustee	has	sole	power,	to	be	used	
solely	for	the	benefit	of	the	beneficiaries,	who	have	renounced	or	been	
denied	it.	So,	for	instance,	if	a	trustee	operates	a	building	in	trust	for	a	
beneficiary,	the	beneficiary	loses	all	property	rights	to	the	building.	The	
trustee	is	within	his	or	her	rights	to	prevent	the	beneficiary	from	
entering	or	living	in	the	building,	and	even	to	evict	him	or	her	from	it,	
even	though	it	is	the	beneficiary’s	property.	It	is	not	clear	that	the	same	
powers	extend	to	the	trustee	in	a	data	trust,	because	the	beneficiary’s	
rights	are	arguably	inalienable.	
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In	general,	the	quesMon	of	operaMon	of	the	trust	would	depend	on	what	
rights	the	beneficiaries	had	to	quesMon	the	judgment	of	the	trustee.	If	
the	trustee	somehow	held	sole	power	over	the	data,	then	he	or	she	
could	take	unilateral	decisions	as	in	a	normal	trust.	However,	it	may	be	
that	beneficiaries	are	able	to	criMcise	decisions,	and	possibly	the	data	
trust’s	consMtuMon	may	involve	some	democraMc	decision-making,	
giving	it	some	of	the	properMes	of	a	cooperaMve.	Or	it	could	be	that	
beneficiaries	could	remove	their	data	from	the	scope	of	a	parMcular	
acMon,	opMng	in	or	out	of	the	trustee’s	decisions	as	they	see	fit.	

Can	data	trusts	help	solve	the	problem	of	power	and	informaMon	
asymmetries?	I	would	raise	four	quesMons	that	would	have	to	be	
answered	before	we	could	answer	that	quesMon	in	the	affirmaMve	
(O’Hara	2020).	

Who sets up the trust? 

A	trust’s	mission	is	determined	by	the	person	who	sets	it	up,	called	the	
seIlor,	whose	role	is	disMnct	from	both	that	of	the	trustee	and	that	of	
the	beneficiaries.	In	the	case	of	an	inherited	asset	held	in	trust,	the	
seTlor	is	the	original	owner	who	sets	out	the	terms	of	the	trust	in	a	will.	
The	trustee	then	has	the	responsibility	of	managing	the	property	both	
for	the	benefit	of	the	beneficiaries,	and	consistent	with	the	wishes	of	
the	seTlor.	

The	seTlor,	then,	is	a	very	important	person,	as	he	or	she	sets	the	terms	
of	the	data	trust.	Who	would	such	a	person	be?	For	simplicity,	let	us	
assume	a	GDPR	context.	Under	the	GDPR,	the	data	controller	
determines	the	purpose	and	means	of	processing	the	data	(and	
transferring	the	data	to	a	data	trust	almost	certainly	would	count	as	
processing).	However,	it	seems	clear	that	controllers	would	not	queue	
up	to	put	data	in	trust.	If	a	controller	wished	to	process	some	data,	then	
his	or	her	first	quesMon	will	be:	does	GDPR	let	me?	If	the	answer	is	‘yes’,	
then	the	controller	will	simply	process	the	data	legally,	with	no	incenMve	
to	make	alternaMve	arrangements.	If	‘no’,	then	does	the	controller	gain	
any	incenMve?		
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The	data	would	be	handed	over	to	a	trustee,	whose	undivided	loyalty	is	
directed	solely	at	the	beneficiaries.	So	the	controller’s	interests	in	
processing	drop	out	of	the	picture	altogether	(as,	incidentally,	does	the	
public	good).	Hence	the	decision	would	be	unlikely	to	be	taken	by	a	data	
controller.	

The	decision	to	join	a	trust	would	therefore	be	made	by	data	subjects,	
some	of	whom	could	club	together	to	be	seTlors,	and	others	could	join	
later	if	the	trust	proved	to	be	successful.	They	could	either	do	this	with	
personal	data	taken	under	GDPR	portability	rights,	or	with	personal	data	
they	have	collected	themselves	(e.g.	from	a	wellness	acMvity	tracker).	
Note	that	portability	rights	only	cover	data	given	to	a	data	controller	–	it	
does	not	cover	data	created	by	the	controller,	such	as	a	profile	or	data	
inferred	from	the	given	data.	However,	it	does	include	transacMon	data	
created	by	the	use	of	a	service.	

Note	also,	in	passing,	that,	because	of	the	non-rival	nature	of	data,	if	
data	subject	get	access	to	personal	data	via	the	portability	route,	the	
data	controller	is	not	thereby	deprived	of	it.	So	the	GDPR	portability	
right,	while	it	may	increase	the	amount	of	data	brought	within	a	data	
trust,	won’t	have	much	of	an	effect	on	the	status	quo	ante	of	who	has	
access	to	one’s	personal	data.	

However	that	may	be,	if	the	seTlors	are	a	group	of	data	subjects,	then	
we	have	a	potenMal	dilemma.	An	important	driver	of	the	theory	of	
boTom	up	data	trusts	was	the	informaMon	asymmetry	between	subjects	
and	consumers.	One	powerful	argument	from	this	is	that	data	subjects	
cannot	oken	give	informed	consent	to	the	use	of	their	data	because	the	
cogniMve	load	of	so	doing	is	prohibiMvely	high	(Barocas	&	Nissenbaum	
2014).		
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Many	would	agree.	However,	it	is	also	a	basic	requirement	of	trust	law	
that	the	seTlor	must	be	fully	aware	of	what	the	trust	will	do.	Hence	the	
boTom	up	data	trust	model	seems	to	require	a	cohort	of	data	subjects	
who	are	simultaneously	cogniMvely	incapable	of	giving	informed	consent	
for	the	use	of	their	data	by	third	parMes,	and	cogniMvely	capable	of	
understanding	how	a	trustee	will	use	their	data	on	their	behalf.	It	is	
possible	that	the	case	for	this	could	be	made,	but	in	the	absence	of	any	
exisMng	data	trusts,	we	do	not	know	how	complex	their	operaMon	might	
be.	Data	consumers’	privacy	policies	are	oken	as	long	as	Shakespeare	
plays	–	but	so	might	data	trusts’	terms	and	condiMons	be.	

Who are the trustees? 

The	second	quesMon	is	where	the	trustees	will	come	from.	The	role	of	
trustee	is	a	responsible	one,	with	many	liabiliMes.	They	have	to	manage	
the	data	well,	for	the	benefit	of	the	beneficiaries,	but	not	for	their	own	
benefit.	They	have	to	keep	on	top	of	fast	changing	and	complex	
regulaMon	(possibly	across	a	range	of	jurisdicMons).	They	can	find	
themselves	personally	liable	for	costs	incurred	through	negligence	or	
breach	of	contract	(whether	by	the	trustee	him-	or	herself,	or	of	
volunteers	for	or	employees	of	the	trust).	

The	beneficiary	is	enMtled	to	expenses,	and	the	trust	must	surely	
generate	enough	income	to	pay	its	running	costs.	If	there	is	to	be	a	
salary	as	well,	then	there	must	be	a	substanMal	income	stream.	This	
could	be	from	subscripMons	from	data	subjects	–	but	data	subjects	have	
repeatedly	shown	themselves	reluctant	in	large	numbers	to	pay	for	their	
privacy	or	their	empowerment	in	other	contexts.	Perhaps	it	could	come	
from	commission	from	the	use	of	data	by	data	consumers.	But	then	that	
would	depend	on	sufficient	use	of	the	data	to	pay	the	salary,	which	
would	seem	to	militate	against	the	privacy	of	the	data	subjects.	One	
addiMonal	problem	is	that,	in	the	absence	of	an	aTracMve	salary,	the	
data	trust	field	would	fail	to	aTract	capable	managers.	
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Delacroix	and	Lawrence	(2019)	argue	that	an	ecosystem	of	such	trusts	is	
desirable.	In	that	case,	a	diverse	cohort	of	trustees	with	management	
skills	and	a	deep	knowledge	of	data	protecMon	law	must	be	found.		

But	given	the	nebulous	nature	of	the	responsibiliMes,	the	potenMally	
damaging	nature	of	the	liabiliMes,	and	the	small-to-non-existent	nature	
of	the	incenMves,	this	may	be	easier	said	than	done.	

Where is the ecosystem? 

Like	many	other	schemes	to	empower	data	subjects,	this	requires	an	
ecosystem	to	funcMon	well	and	to	create	the	network	effects	that	would	
produce	value	for	the	subjects.	Two	decades	and	more	of	thinking	in	this	
space	have	produced	a	number	of	interesMng	and	original	ideas.	
However,	no	large	ecosystem	has	yet	emerged.	There	is	a	bootstrapping	
problem	–	without	the	network	effects,	there	is	liTle	incenMve	to	join	an	
ecosystem,	but	in	the	absence	of	the	ecosystem,	the	network	effects	will	
be	absent.	

What about data trusts’ network effects? 

Finally,	what	is	the	data	trust	endgame?	Suppose	the	first	three	
quesMons	are	answered,	i.e.	we	have	an	ecosystem	in	place,	there	are	
many	data	trusts	run	on	diverse	principles	by	a	large	cohort	of	effecMve	
trustees,	containing	plenty	of	valuable	data.	The	data	trusts	would	then	
be	in	a	strong	posiMon	to	negoMate	with	data	consumers,	thereby	
amelioraMng	the	power	and	informaMon	asymmetries	that	have	been	
idenMfied	as	the	problem	of	the	status	quo.	
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However,	such	a	data	trust	ecosystem	would	itself	be	subject	to	
powerful	network	effects.	As	data	subjects	choose	data	trusts,	they	
naturally	look	for	successful	ones.	The	successful	ones	therefore	are	
likely	to	have	a	higher	rate	of	growth	as	they	receive	more	data.	This	
would	enable	them	to	strike	even	beTer	bargains	with	data	consumers,	
which	would	then	lead	to	more	success	and	more	growth.		

The	end	result	could	be	a	relaMvely	small	number	of	very	large	data	
trusts	operaMng	as	an	oligopoly,	while	smaller	trusts,	unable	to	strike	the	
same	deals,	would	wither.		

In	other	words,	although	the	idea	of	data	trusts	was	in	response	to	the	
monopsony	of	data	consumers	created	by	network	effects,	its	end	result	
might	easily	be	another	oligopoly	created	by	network	effects.	Without	a	
means	to	dissipate	the	network	effects	in	the	trust	ecosystem,	there	will	
sMll	be	large	power	and	informaMon	asymmetries	between	trusts	and	
the	data	subjects.	Granted,	data	trusts	have	to	work	in	the	beneficiaries’	
interests,	but	how	much	choice	a	data	subject	actually	had	in	such	an	
oligopolisMc	ecosystem	remains	to	be	seen.	

None	of	these	quesMons	is	individually	fatal	to	the	idea	of	data	trusts.	
However,	cumulaMvely,	they	provide	a	basis	for	doubt	that	the	data	trust	
ecosystem	will	achieve	the	promise	held	out	for	it	(O’Hara	2020).	
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Discussion and conclusion 

P rivacy	concerns	are	increasingly	being	associated	with	–	and	even	
superseded	by	–	concerns	about	the	size	and	power	of	tech	
giants,	with	their	business	models	based	on	walled	gardens,	

network	effects	and	scale	(Economist	2020,	Kozinets	et	al	2021,	Nielson	
2022).	Solid	is	perhaps	the	most	explicit	aTempt	to	supply	a	
counterweight	to	help	address	both	issues,	by	redecentralising	the	Web	
and	giving	more	power	to	individuals	to	control	how	their	data	is	used,	
to	make	their	consent	more	meaningful.	The	data	trust	community,	too,	
has	rhetoric	about	empowering	individuals	and	removing	power	and	
informaMon	asymmetries.	

I	have	not,	in	this	report,	factored	in	the	resistance	of	the	tech	giants	to	
such	developments.	They	are	currently	working	through	a	wave	of	
anMtrust	cases	in	the	US,	EU,	China	and	elsewhere,	with	Google,	
Facebook	and	Alibaba	in	regulators’	crosshairs.	AnM-tech	poliMcs	seems	
to	be	one	of	the	few	biparMsan	areas	one	can	idenMfy	in	the	US,	where	
even	Senators	Elizabeth	Warren	and	Josh	Hawley,	the	progressives’	
progressive	and	one	of	the	most	obdurate	Trump	loyalists	respecMvely,	
apparently	find	common	cause.	No	doubt	these	cases	will	play	out	over	
a	period	of	years,	to	the	benefit	of	lawyers	and	lobbyists	by	the	
limousineful.	

My	concern	here	has	been	privacy	in	parMcular,	its	value,	the	harms	
caused	by	its	unauthorised	breach,	and	the	complexiMes	with	which	the	
data	economy	confronts	the	poor	data	subject.	Certainly	data	protecMon	
rights	may	be	necessary,	but	seem	hardly	sufficient	to	the	task	of	
restoring	balance.	Further	technological	and	legal	tools	may	augment	
those	rights,	but	they	seem	all	too	oken	to	depend	on	the	growth	of	
their	own	ecosystems,	which	always	seem	impossible	to	bootstrap.	The	
bootstrapping	problem	also	applies	to	private	sector	firms	which	want	
to	build	networks,	but	they	can	solve	this	through	‘blitzscaling’,	the	
costly	development	of	a	network	at	all	costs.		
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Blitzscaling	can	work,	but	the	blitzscaler’s	investors	must	be	prepared	to	
haemorrhage	funds,	while	the	proporMon	of	large	networks	that	
eventually	return	a	profit	seems	to	be	relaMvely	small.	

It	may	be	that	the	smart	thing	for	privacy	advocates	to	do	is	to	develop	a	
technology	that	does	not	require	scale	or	network	effects	to	work.	Solid	
is	designed	to	sit	alongside	the	wider	Web,	a	linked	data	pla[orm	that	
deals	mainly	with	a	specialist	type	of	data.	Its	apps	need	not	displace	
the	apps	used	in	the	convenMonal	digital	economy.	It	does	not	have	to	
be	large	to	succeed,	but	there	is	a	threshold	below	which	it	will	be	an	
irrelevance.	Can	it	sustain	a	sufficiently	interesMng	app	ecosystem?	App	
design	is	likely	to	be	trickier,	as	the	designer	has	to	deal	with	the	
complex	back	end,	and	without	enough	scale,	the	results	are	likely	to	be	
less	impressive.	

BoTom	up	data	trusts	seem	rather	less	well-placed.	Scale	does	seem	to	
be	needed	to	give	them	the	necessary	hek	to	negoMate	with	the	tech	
giants	–	a	trustee	managing	the	data	of	ten	or	even	a	hundred	data	
subjects	does	not	seem	to	be	in	a	much	beTer	posiMon	than	the	hapless	
individuals	themselves.	But	it	is	not	clear	what	the	strategy	is	for	scaling;	
no-one	seems	to	have	much	incenMve	to	set	one	up,	however	big	the	
demand	for	them.	

Although	the	use	of	data	has	become	a	major	poliMcal	and	philosophical	
issue,	the	economics	and	behavioural	incenMves	for	changing	business	
models	are	relaMvely	weak.	People	appear	to	value	free	services,	or	at	
least	are	relaMvely	reluctant	to	pay	for	them.		
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Paying	would	remove	the	need	to	swap	services	for	personal	data,	but	
this	is	not	a	bargain	many	are	keen	to	strike.	Individual	informaMonal	
privacy	is	also	on	the	wrong	end	of	another	economic	change;	there	is	a	
greater	supply	of	personalised	services	and	recommendaMons	over	
authenMc,	autonomous	choice	(which	is	responding	to	increased	
demand	for	the	former),	and	of	course	personalised	services	require	
informaMon,	and	lots	of	it	(O’Hara	2021).	Finally,	the	individual	is	a	weak	
posiMon	to	defend	privacy	vis-à-vis	the	tech	giants.	

It	may	be	that	the	current	privacy	paradigm,	based	on	individual	rights	
and	control,	is	not	the	best	one	for	unpicking	these	problems.	This	is	
partly	because	individuals	are	in	such	a	weak	posiMon,	but	it	is	also	
worth	poinMng	out	that	even	if	they	have	(some)	control	over	their	
personal	data,	they	may	not	choose	privacy.	It	is	a	common	fallacy	that	
privacy	is	a	sort	of	control;	however,	clearly	if	someone	controls	their	
personal	data,	and	publishes	it	all	on	the	Internet,	then	they	are	not	
private.	Instead,	they	are	achieving	their	privacy	preferences	–	i.e.	their	
preference	not	to	be	private.	It	may	also	be	important	to	factor	in	the	
preservaMon	of	social	norms	(reasonable	expectaMons,	contextual	
integrity),	and	even	poliMcal	factors,	such	as	the	damage	that	the	data	
economy	has	wreaked	on	the	democraMc	process,	or	the	destrucMon	of	
the	professional	news	media,	as	first	order	aspects	of	the	privacy	
regime,	alongside	individual	preferences.	

Similarly,	privacy	has	been	conceptualised,	at	least	since	the	war	and	the	
1948	Universal	DeclaraMon	of	Human	Rights,	as	an	individual	maTer.	It	is	
not,	however,	clear	that	this	is	the	best	way	of	thinking	about	it.	The	
privacy	of	groups	–	families	at	a	bare	minimum,	but	any	informaMonal	
clusters	characterised	by	confidenMality	–	also	counts,	and	in	the	world	
of	big	data,	the	group	is	oken	the	target	of	analysis	and	profiling,	rather	
than	the	individual	(Taylor	et	al	2017).		
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Yet	the	current	operaMve	privacy	paradigm	works	to	undermine	and	
disintermediate	the	space,	stripping	the	individual	of	the	support	of	like-
minded	people.	

In	a	world	where	privacy	was	not	lek	to	individual	choice,	but	imposed,	
then	technologies	like	Solid	and	legal	instruments	such	as	data	trusts	
might	begin	to	find	their	place.	Although	in	the	current	opt-in	
environment,	they	are	unlikely	to	flourish,	it	may	be	that	a	more	
paternalisMc	opt-out	environment	would	more	suit	their	nature.	A	
guaranteed	user	base	would	help	foster	the	ecosystem	of	apps,	although	
data	trusts	would	have	to	resolve	the	issues	about	incenMves	for	
trustees	and	business	models	outlined	earlier.	

Indeed,	it	is	conceivable	that	the	combinaMon	of	a	pla[orm	such	as	Solid	
that	limits	access	to	the	data	by	third	parMes,	and	a	legal	instrument	
such	as	a	data	trust	to	provide	strategic	data	governance	would	be	a	
powerful	combinaMon.	It	might	help	create	the	data	unions	that	some	
have	argued	for	(ArrieTa-Ibarra	et	al	2018),	with	the	potenMal	advantage	
that	such	data	trusts	will	focus	around	natural	social	groups	and	clusters	
with	common	and	coherent	goals.	More	diverse	and	not	necessarily	
coherent	groups	who	happen	to	have	chosen	a	parMcular	data	trust	
model	from	all	the	others	in	the	ecosystem,	agreeing	perhaps	in	the	
level	of	privacy	they	prefer,	may	have	less	agreement	on	other	aspects,	
such	as	the	purposes	for	which	the	processing	of	data	is	acceptable.	

Even	then,	it	may	be	more	sensible	to	facilitate	and	support	the	parallel	
business-to-business	paradigm	of	PET	deployment,	where	highly	
complex	methods	of	data	analysis	compaMble	with	privacy	can	be	used	
at	scale,	and	companies	such	as	Privitar	and	non-profits	such	as	UKAN	
(the	United	Kingdom	AnonymisaMon	Network	–	hTps://ukanon.net/)	
can	advise	companies	and	organisaMons	on	remaining	GDPR-
compaMble.		
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Certain	sectors,	such	as	healthcare	and	telecoms,	create	quanMMes	of	
data	so	vast	as	to	outstrip	the	capaciMes	of	the	individuals	represented	
to	police	them.	It	may	be	that	data	storage	infrastructure	such	as	Solid	
and	regulatory	approaches	such	as	data	trusts	could	play	a	vital	role	in	
that	paradigm	(although	perhaps	at	the	cost	of	diluMng	their	stated	aims	
of	redecentralising	the	Web	and	empowering	data	subjects	
respecMvely).	

To	conclude:	there	is	a	history	of	two	decades	or	more	of	the	
development	of	PETs	for	the	use	of	individuals	to	augment	their	data	
protecMon	rights	and	establish	and	police	a	space	for	their	privacy	
preferences,	but	the	structural	impediments	to	achieving	criMcal	mass	
seem	to	be	insuperable.	The	Solid	project	may	well	provide	sufficient	
technical	facility	to	meet	the	requirements	of	an	ecosystem,	while	data	
trusts	adapt	an	exisMng	legal	mechanism	for	combinaMon	and	
organisaMon.	But	in	the	absence	of	a	legal	and	rights	paradigm	that	
removes	the	burden	from	the	individual,	and	protects	group	interests	
against	disintermediaMon,	it	is	sMll	hard	to	see	how	progress	can	be	
made.	Since	such	a	paradigm	would	fly	in	the	face	of	70	years	of	rights	
jurisprudence,	we	probably	shouldn’t	hold	our	breath.	
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